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Unique Automation ‘in touch’ with iPhone 

 

In the fast-paced world of consumer technology, Unique Automation is demonstrating its 

expertise as a forward thinking innovator. 

 

An exciting development from this London-based high tech bathroom electronics company is 

a family of iPhone software applications that allow control of their bathovision® TV, 

bathomatic® and iShower® products. 

 

bathomatic®, the world’s first and only fully automated bath management system, lowers 

the motorised bath plug, fills the tub to a predetermined depth and temperature and even 

adds perfumes on request. It can be operated via a wall-mounted control panel, PC, home 

automation or building management systems. The bathomatic® application is available via 

the Apple app store free of charge.  Once downloaded and installed, the software enables 

users to operate any bathomatic®. 

 

bathovision® is a frameless, flat screen, digital television designed for use in bathrooms or 

any other places where high humidity/steam or water exists. When ON the screen is heated 

to stop condensation from forming, displaying a high quality wide screen picture, when OFF it 

looks like a stylish, frameless mirror. In addition to the iPhone bathovision® can be 

controlled by home automation systems or a 

computer via RS232C or Ethernet. 

 

The RimoteTM application is available via 

the Apple app store free of charge.  Once 

downloaded and installed, the software 

enables users to operate any bathovision® 

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=318150697&mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=304045842&mt=8


TV on the Local Area Network1 (LAN). From the on-screen display menu of bathovision® 

using the iPhone users can command bathomatic® to fill a bath to perfection while flicking 

through the channels or, when in the bath, to dim the room lights.  Further functionality 

extends to bathomatic® set up and diagnostics. The new software enables the iPhone to 

become the bathovision® remote control, allowing the user to operate the TV by touch even 

from outside the bathroom.  

 

iShower® - Utilising cutting leading edge technology it controls up to 

twelve water falls, shower heads, hand showers and or body jets. A 

true waterworks or spa experience can be built into any bathroom 

without compromising on aesthetics and or performance. The 

temperature and flow at each outlet are is individually controlled unlike 

any other shower system in the worldcurrently available, allowing for 

the unparalleled configuration of personal presets and experiences. 

The iShower® application is available via the Apple app store.  Once 

downloaded and installed, the software enables users to operate any 

iShower®. 

 

 

For further information visit www.bathomatic.com or telephone 020 7740 3910 

 

Software Requirements 

Compatible with iPhone or iPod touch 

Requires iPhone 2.2.1 Software Update 

Requires bathomatic®, bathovision® and iShower® hardwired to a network with WiFi  
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1 With Wi Fi access 
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